Historic District Commission
Senior Center
Canaan NH
Approved minutes
April 16, 2018

Members present: John Bergeron, Tina Lemoi, Mike Roy

Others: None

7:15 - Minutes of March 19, 2018 read and accepted
Motion to accept: M. Roy
Second: T. Lemoi
All in favor

Latest proposed revisions to HDC regulations were reviewed. Grandfathering grace period was changed from 2 years to 365 days. Editorial change on page 19 to remove a superfluous “or”. Document will be revised for examination at the next meeting.

Latest revision of the HDC brochure was reviewed. Add a section on penalties. Specify when an application is required. Include mention of recreational vehicles. Specify width of district which includes to the water’s edge on one side and 500 feet on the other. Mention the underground railroad. Document will be revised for examination at the next meeting.

7:45: Motion to adjourn: M. Roy
Second: T. Lemoi
All in favor

Respectfully submitted,
John Bergeron